Abstract. Adjoint programs play a central role in modern numerical algorithms such as large-scale sensitivity analysis, parameter tuning, and general nonlinear optimization. They can be generated automatically by compilers. In such cases, the data flow of the original program needs to be reversed. If message passing is used, then any communication needs to be reversed, too. Crucial properties of the original program such as deadlock-freeness and determinism must be preserved in the adjoint code. A formalism for proving the correctness of compiler-generated adjoints is required but has been missing so far, to the best of our knowledge. To rectify this situation, we propose a proof technique that relies on data dependences in partitioned global address space versions of the adjoint message-passing program. If the original program is deadlock-free, the transformation rules can be shown to be correct in the sense that the automatically generated adjoint program is also deadlock free while implementing the mathematical mapping from given independent inputs onto their corresponding adjoints correctly. As an example we discuss asynchronous unbuffered send/receive using MPI.
Adjoint Numerical Programs
Numerical simulation and optimization in computational science and engineering have gained significant importance over the past few decades. For example, our ability to understand physical, chemical, and biological processes has improved with the increased power of computational resources as well as with the deepened insight into mathematical and algorithmic issues. Numerical simulation programs map n independent inputs onto m dependent outputs (also referred to as the objectives). Often n is very large in comparison to m. The classical numerical approach to quantifying the sensitivities of those objectives with respect to the inputs through finite-difference quotients yields a computational complexity of O(n). Note that certain high-end applications such as the simulation of ocean circulation [15] may have a runtime of several days to produce physically relevant results on the latest high-performance computing platforms. The number of independent inputs may reach values of the order of n = 10 9 . Hence, forward sensitivity analysis requiring n runs of the simulation program is simply not feasible.
Adjoint methods and corresponding program transformation techniques have been developed to replace the dependence on n with that on the number of objectives m. If m = 1, then adjoint programs deliver the sensitivities of the objective with respect to all independent inputs at O(1). Adjoint programs can be generated from a given numerical simulation program by a semantic program transformation technique known as automatic differentiation (AD) [11] . A large number of successful applications of AD to real-world problems in science and engineering have been reported in the literature. Refer, for example, to the proceedings of the five international conferences on AD held in 1991 [8] , 1996 [2] , 2000 [7] , 2004 [4] , and 2008 [3] .
Adjoint numerical programs consist of two parts. The augmented forward section is an instrumented version of the original program containing statements to memorize certain intermediate values that are required for the correct (and efficient) evaluation of the adjoint program variables. The reverse section propagates values of adjoint program variables in the opposite direction of the original data flow. Optimal data-flow reversal is NP-complete [16, 17] . It involves the reversing of the flow of control (which implies reversing the order of the statements within basic blocks) and generating the corresponding adjoint statements. Proofs of correctness of sequential adjoint programs are based on the chain rule of differential calculus and, in particular, on its associativity. Refer to [11] for a comprehensive discussion of the mathematical foundations of adjoint programs. The purpose of this paper is served best by introducing adjoint programs by means of an example.
Example: Consider the following simple code fragment that is assumed to implement a function y = f (x), depending on some condition c.
As an input to the adjoint routinef (x,x,ȳ) shown in Figure 1 , the variablex should be initialized to zero in order to obtainx =ȳ · f ′ (x) on output. The gradient f ′ (x) at point x (a single scalar partial derivative in this simple case) is obtained by initializingȳ = 1 on input tof .
We use two stacks for a store-all approach to data-flow reversal. The first stack, S d , is used to store values that are required for evaluating the partial derivatives of some assignments and that are (possibly 6 ) overwritten by some subsequently executed assignment. For example, the value of x at input is required to compute the partial derivative of the left-hand side of the first assignment with respect to x as the argument of the intrinsic call sin(x). Hence, it needs to be stored before being overwritten by the second or third assignment. The value of y right before the fourth assignment is not required for evaluating partial derivatives of any preceding assignment and therefore does not need to be stored.
The second stack, S c , contains information on the original flow of control that is to be reversed. For example, we need to remember which branch of the if-statement is executed. One solution is to push one or zero depending on the condition c being true or false. The augmented forward section is shown in Figure 1(a) . The adjoint statements that correspond to a given original assignment (e.g., the last one) increment the adjoints (x) of all program variables (x) on the original right-hand side with the product of the adjoint (ȳ) of the program variable (y) on the original left-hand side with the corresponding local partial derivative (cos(x)). The adjoint of the left-hand side needs then to be reset to zero. Correctness of these rules follows immediately from the chain rule applied to program variables that can represent various instances due to overwrites. The order of the statements is reversed in the reverse section. Correct reversal of the flow of control is achieved through S c . The reverse section of the example code is shown in Figure 1 (b) . This paper is motivated by the need for automatically generated adjoint versions of parallel programs that use message passing. Related work comprises [5, 6, 10, 13, 14, 20] . We describe a proof technique that allows us to show the correctness of adjoint message-passing programs. Usually a number of semantically equivalent adjoint versions can be generated for a given message-passing program. As developers of adjoint code compilers, we consider the scenario of a given transformation algorithm that needs to be proved right or wrong in the sense that correct adjoints are computed for arbitrary inputs.
Correctness of Adjoint Communication Patterns
We consider the partitioned global address space (PGAS) [9] version P s of a message-passing program P involving n processes p 1 , . . . , p n . In order for P s to operate on the union of the n memory spaces all program variables are augmented with an additional dimension of length n. Communications are translated into xassignments between augmented program variables belonging to disjoint address spaces. Auxiliary variables are introduced for buffered communication. Barriers in asynchronous communication yield a set of PGAS versions for a given messagepassing program. These constraints lead to the following six PGAS codes: The statements executed in section i by processor j are denoted by s j i . In this example we assume two processors. Note that (s 1 i ; s 2 i ) = (s 2 i ; s 1 i ) as a result of the disjoint address spaces. Hence, the PGAS code s i ; s i+1 yields the following six semantically equivalent sequential codes:
Example
The partial order of the statements is induced by s j i < s j i+1 . Any two statements from s j i and s k i+1 can be executed in arbitrary order for j = k. Further combinations resulting from feasible (wrt. data dependence) switches of the x-assignment and statements in certain s j i lead to an exponential number of possible actual execution orders that need to be taken into account when proving properties of PGAS programs. For this example we observe that the original program must satisfy the restriction for isend that a 1 is not written by s 1 nor s 2 . 7 Similarly, for irecv it must satisfy that b 2 is neither read nor written by s 2 .
To prove the correctness of an adjoint of a message-passing program, we need to show that its adjoint PGAS versions are semantically equivalent to the PGAS versions of its adjoint. We do so by looking at all possible actual execution orders. Proof. The forward PGAS codes are given as
Case
The reverse sections of the adjoint PGAS codes becomē The variable a 1 is not written by any of the statements in s i+1 ; ... s k−1 because the original message-passing program is assumed to satisfy the restrictions on isend. Similarly, b 2 is neither read nor written by s j+1 ; ... s k−1 . However, the value of a 1 may be read by statements in s i+1 ; ... s k−1 , implying that whileā 1 may be incremented bys k−1 ; ...s i+1 , it is not read or written otherwise. The order of two successive increment operations can be switched if the incremented variable is neither read nor written in between the two increment operations. 8 Moreover, the placement of theses increment operations is arbitrary as long as the values of the increments do not change. The value ofb 2 is neither read nor written bys k−1 ; ...s j+1 . Hence, the statementā 1 +=b 2 can be inserted at any position betweens k+1 ands j−1 . In other words, the adjoints of all PGAS versions of the given message-passing program are equivalent. The adjoint message passing program yields the following set of constraints for the placement of the adjoint x-assignmentχ ≡ "t =b 2 " : As a compiler-generated auxiliary variable, t can be guaranteed not to be read or written by any of the statementss k−1 ; ...s i+1 . From our previous argument we recall thatā 1 may be incremented bys k−1 ; ...s i+1 but it is not read or written otherwise. Hence, the increment operation ofā 1 with t can be placed in between s i+1 ands i−1 . As the value ofb 2 is neither read nor written bys k−1 ; ...s j+1 , the fixed placement ofb 2 = 0 in betweens j+1 ands j−1 does not change the program's semantics either. The auxiliary variable t can be removed as the result of copy-propagation [1] , yielding a possible replacement of the first assignment in t =b 2 ; . . .ā 1 +=t withā 1 +=b 2 . Consequently, the adjoint PGAS versions of the message-passing program are semantically equivalent to the PGAS versions of the adjoint message-passing program.
Conclusion and Outlook
A formalism for proving the correctness of adjoint message-passing programs has been illustrated by means of an asynchronous unbuffered send/receive communication between two processes. This method is applied to a large number of transformation rules currently being implemented in OpenAD [21] and the differentiation-enabled NAGWare Fortran compiler [18] . It is based on analyzing the data dependences in the PGAS versions of the original message-passing program. Rigorous proofs can thus be constructed that rely only on program analysis techniques used in classical compiler construction. We intend to consider ideas presented in [19] in order to investigate a potential automatization of this proof technique.
One of our long-term goals is to build an adjoint message-passing library on top of MPI. Such an extension is desirable for achieving satisfactory efficiency. The ability to prove the correctness of given communication patterns is a fundamental ingredient of this ambitious research and development project.
